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Never Leave Me (Waters of Time Book #2)
Oct 21 2021 In the last stages of a genetic disease, Ellen
Creighton has decided to live out her remaining days at the estate of her longtime friend Harrison
Burlington. Harrison cares deeply for Ellen, but as a wheelchair-bound paraplegic, he's never allowed
himself to get serious in a relationship. However, he's desperately trying to save her by finding the
holy water that is believed to heal any disease. When he locates two flasks, Ellen refuses to drink one
of them because she believes the holy water killed her sister and father. In an effort to convince her to
take it, Harrison ingests the contents first, and when Ellen witnesses the effects, she can no longer
deny the power of the substance in the bottles. Dangerous criminals are also seeking the holy water, and
Ellen soon learns they will go to any lengths to get the powerful drug--including sending her back into
the past to find it for them. Bestselling and award-winning author Jody Hedlund plunges you into the
swiftly flowing river of history in a race against the clock in this breathtaking, emotional second
Waters of Time story.
Time Before Time #2
Jan 24 2022 After barely escaping the Syndicate alive, Tatsuo must evade enemies old
and new, all the while trying not to kill his new time-travelling companion. Who is Nadia Wells, and what
does she want with a time machine?
Lost in the Tunnel of Time
Aug 26 2019 When members of the Clubhouse receive a map showing an entrance
to secret tunnels used by the Underground Railroad, they set out to explore, but their adventure takes a
bad turn when they are suddenly trapped and must find their way out.
The Gate of Days
Aug 31 2022 While seeking the seven magical coins that will allow him to reach his
father, who is trapped in the castle of Vlad Tepes, Sam Faulkner travels to such places as ancient
Delphi, a Stone Age cave, and 1930s Chicago.
The Great Hunt
Nov 02 2022 As Moiraine Sedai recognizes young Rand al'Thor as the Dragon Reborn, the
prophesied hero who alone can stand against the power of the Dark One, the Horn of Valere, destined to
play a key role in the final confrontation, is stolen
Children of Time
Mar 02 2020 Adrian Tchaikovksy's award-winning novel Children of Time, is the epic
story of humanity's battle for survival on a terraformed planet. Who will inherit this new Earth? The
last remnants of the human race left a dying Earth, desperate to find a new home among the stars.
Following in the footsteps of their ancestors, they discover the greatest treasure of the past age - a
world terraformed and prepared for human life. But all is not right in this new Eden. In the long years
since the planet was abandoned, the work of its architects has borne disastrous fruit. The planet is not
waiting for them, pristine and unoccupied. New masters have turned it from a refuge into mankind's worst
nightmare. Now two civilizations are on a collision course, both testing the boundaries of what they will
do to survive. As the fate of humanity hangs in the balance, who are the true heirs of this new
Earth?span
Lost on the Titanic (Out of Time Book 1)
Aug 19 2021 Allie and Vic Taylor are just regular kids who help
out in their parents' antique shop. Until one day, when they find they can travel through time! From
Epic! Originals, Out of Time is a middle-grade chapter book series about time-traveling kids who explore
important moments in history! When Allie, Vic, and their friend, Max, are mysteriously sent back in time
to the Titanic, they have to find a way to save their parents' shop, save their futures, and get off the
ship before it sinks! Join them as they explore the Titanic in its prime and attempt to find their way
back to the present! After the adventure, readers can flip to the back of the book to learn interesting
facts about antique stores as well as the Titanic and its passengers!
Blessed Time 2
Jun 24 2019 Ever since his sixteenth birthday, disaster has loomed over Micah Silver's
head, threatening him and everything he loved. Twice he tried to deny his fate, only to suffer for his

hubris. Finally, he made the sacrifices necessary to confront the danger facing him head-on. Micah
succeeded. At the head of an army of daemons, he defeated the Durgh Khan and saved Basil's Cove from
disaster. Only, it wasn't to be. The cost of his actions was too great for him to bear, forcing him to
activate his blessing and travel back in time once again. Sanity and emotional stability fraying, Micah
buckles down for another run. This time, he has the knowledge, character class, companions, and skills to
make his fourth loop the final one. It had better be. His psyche can't take a fifth. Don't miss two in
this time-loop LitRPG Series where a reluctant hero is forced to fight against an impossible
catastrophe... over and over again. Grab your copy today!
Real Time II
Jun 28 2022 Real Time II extends and evolves DH Mellor's classic exploration of the
philosophy of time,Real Time. This new book answers such basic metaphysical questions about time as: how
do past, present and future differ, how are time and space related, what is change, is time travel
possible? His Real Time dominated the philosophy of time for fifteen years. Real TIme II will do the same
for the next twenty. GET /english/edu/Studying_at_SU/History_of_Literature.html HTTP/1.0
Out of Time 2
Jul 30 2022 Nate is a young archaeologist who finds himself embroiled in an exciting and
at times, terrifying adventure involving smugglers, Vikings and treasure hunters.
London Bicycle Club Gazette
Oct 28 2019
The Book of Time
Aug 07 2020 Sam Faulkner travels back in time to medieval Scotland, ancient Egypt, and
Renaissance Bruges in search of his missing father.
A Stitch in Time
Nov 21 2021 Escape into this time travel romance series by #1 New York Times
bestselling fantasy author Kelley Armstrong… Thorne Manor has always been haunted…and it has always
haunted Bronwyn Dale. As a young girl, Bronwyn could pass through a time slip in her great-aunt's house,
where she visited William Thorne, a boy her own age, born two centuries earlier. After a family tragedy,
the house was shuttered and Bronwyn was convinced that William existed only in her imagination. Now,
twenty years later Bronwyn inherits Thorne Manor. And when she returns, William is waiting. William
Thorne is no longer the boy she remembers. He’s a difficult and tempestuous man, his own life marred by
tragedy and a scandal that had him retreating to self-imposed exile in his beloved moors. He’s also none
too pleased with Bronwyn for abandoning him all those years ago. As their friendship rekindles and sparks
into something more, Bronwyn must also deal with ghosts in the present version of the house. Soon she
realizes they are linked to William and the secret scandal that drove him back to Thorne Manor. To build
a future, Bronwyn must confront the past. * * * * * Keywords: award-winning novel; time travel novel;
time slip; Victorian romance; bestselling author; gothic; second chance at love; cold-case mystery;
haunted house; Yorkshire moors; first in series; no cliffhangers
Turn Around Time 2
Oct 09 2020 Part two of Turnaround Time is to share details how to continue living a
normal life after a kidney transplant. Encouraging patients to make their transplant a priority to live a
long healthy life.
The Great Hunt
Oct 01 2022 The Wheel of Time is now an original series on Prime Video, starring Rosamund
Pike as Moiraine! In The Great Hunt, the second novel in Robert Jordan’s #1 New York Times bestselling
epic fantasy series, The Wheel of Time®, Rand al’Thor and his companions set out to retrieve a powerful
magical artifact from The Dark One’s Shadowspawn. For centuries, gleemen have told the tales of The Great
Hunt of the Horn. So many tales about each of the Hunters, and so many Hunters to tell of... Now the Horn
itself is found: the Horn of Valere long thought only legend, the Horn which will raise the dead heroes
of the ages. And it is stolen. In pursuit of the thieves, Rand al’Thor is determined to keep the Horn out
of the grasp of The Dark One. But he has also learned that he is The Dragon Reborn—the Champion of Light
destined to stand against the Shadow time and again. It is a duty and a destiny that requires Rand to
uncover and master magical capabilities he never imagined he possessed. Since its debut in 1990, The
Wheel of Time® has captivated millions of readers around the globe with its scope, originality, and
compelling characters. The last six books in series were all instant #1 New York Times bestsellers, and
The Eye of the World was named one of America's best-loved novels by PBS's The Great American Read. The
Wheel of Time® New Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of the World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon Reborn #4
The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of Heaven #6 Lord of Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords #8 The Path of Daggers #9
Winter's Heart #10 Crossroads of Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12
The Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A Memory of Light By Robert Jordan and Teresa Patterson
The World of Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time By Robert Jordan, Harriet McDougal, Alan Romanczuk, and
Maria Simons The Wheel of Time Companion By Robert Jordan and Amy Romanczuk Patterns of the Wheel:
Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Rex Jun 16 2021 Dressed in camouflage and armed with slingshots, six kids travel back in time and try to
get video footage of dinosaurs.
Dark Rival
Jul 06 2020 Highland warriors sworn to protect Innocence throughout the Ages—A golden man, he
is called Black Royce—a battle-hardened soldier of the gods. His vows are his life—until he is sent to
New York City to protect a Healer from those who would use her powers for themselves. The moment Royce
sees beautiful, feisty Allie Monroe, he knows she will be his only weakness—and he is right. Destiny is a
dangerous thingAllie Monroe is more than an heiress. She is a Healer, willing to do anything to save
victims of the evil that lurks in the city at night. But alone, she can do only so much—until destiny
sends her the darkest Highlander of them all. Then evil strikes and Royce is destroyed before Allie's
eyes. Now Allie will do anything to save Royce—even if it means going back in time to a dark, dangerous
world. Confronting their enemies could cost not only their lives, but their love—for all eternity.
Koigakubo-kun Stole My First Time 2
Apr 14 2021 Eiko is an avid gamer who’s got zero experience in love,
despite the fact that she’s already pushing thirty—and she’s got a bit of a hang-up about it. She meets

her polar opposite one day at work in the form of the silver-tongued golden boy, Koigakubo-kun. Eiko’s
never been great at dealing with extroverts like him, but after a night of drunken connection, he ends up
becoming her romance guru! But as their lessons progress, Koigakubo-kun starts getting serious…
Time 2 Die
Feb 22 2022 As the fourth installment of Codi Sander’s thrilling journey, Time 2 Die pushes
our protagonist to the edge when an infamous icon from the past links to a bio terror plot. To Pullin
Ikaika, appearance is a source of power that can be wielded as effectively as a gun. His ruthlessness is
only matched by his vanity—a persona cultivated by extreme wealth—as he delights in using the backs of
others to propel himself forward. And as he hopes to reset mankind’s destructive path, the billionaire
puppet-master uses an ingenious delivery to accomplish his task. Codi Sanders and her team must stop this
unseen threat—a weapon so powerful, that once unleashed, it cannot be stopped. But as Codi feeds on her
anger, crawling from the ashes to take on the impossible, she is forced into a race against the clock
with millions of lives at stake.
A Wind in the Door
May 04 2020 With Meg Murry's help, the dragons her six-year-old brother saw in the
vegetable garden play an important part in his struggle between life and death. Simultaneous.
Seven Rules of Time Travel
Nov 29 2019 What if you could rewrite the past? Quinn Black is having the
worst day ever . . . over and over again. The same car blocking his driveway, the same horrific accident
he witnesses, the same cop that keeps preventing him from saving his boss from dying in it, and the same
memory of a girl from his past that gets sharper each time. Then he realizes he has the power to travel
through time and change the future. With infinite opportunities to alter the past, the possibilities are
endless. Could he prevent terrorist attacks? Natural disasters? The deaths of friends? Or even go back in
time and say the right thing to the girl who haunts his dreams? Unfortunately, the rules of time travel
are more complicated than he imagined, and before long, Quinn is thrust into the greatest race in human
history. His actions can either save the world or destroy it. And now the man who could turn back the
clock is running out of time.
From Time to Time
Jan 12 2021 Jack Finney's beloved sequel to his classic, New York Times bestselling
illustrated novel Time and Again. Simon Morley, whose logic-defying trip to the New York City of the
1880s in Time and Again has enchanted readers for twenty-five years, embarks on another trip across the
borders of time. This time Reuben Prien at the secret, government-sponsored Project wants Si to leave his
home in the 1880s and visit New York in 1912. Si's mission: to protect a man who is traveling across the
Atlantic with vital documents that could avert World War I. So one fateful day in 1912, Si finds himself
aboard the world's most famous ship...the Titanic.
Nick of Time
Nov 09 2020 Nick of Time is the first young reader's book written by bestselling author Ted
Bell - a wondrous tale of time travel, adventure, and riches, in which twelve-year-old Nick McIver sets
out to become "the hero of his own life." The setting is England, 1939, on the eve of war. Nick and his
younger sister, Kate, live in a lighthouse on the smallest of the Channel Islands. Nick and Kate come to
the aid of their father who is engaged in a desperate war of espionage with German U-boat wolf packs that
are circling the islands. The information they provide to Winston Churchill is vital as he tries to warn
England of the imminent Nazi invasion. One day Nick discovers an old sea chest, left for him by his
ancestor, Captain Nicholas McIver of the Royal Navy. Inside, he finds a time machine and a desperate plea
for help from the captain. He uses the machine to return to the year 1805. Captain McIver and, indeed,
Admiral Nelson's entire fleet are threatened by the treachery of the French and the mutinous Captain
Billy Blood. Nick must reach deep inside, using his wits, courage, and daring to rescue the imperiled
British sailors. His sister, Kate, meanwhile, has enlisted the aid of two of England's most brilliant
"scientific detectives," Lord Hawke and Commander Hobbes, to thwart the invading Nazis. She and Nick must
face England's underwater enemies, a challenge made all the more difficult when they discover the
existence of Germany's supersecret submarine. In this striking adventure for readers of all ages, Nick
must fight ruthless enemies across two different centuries, on land and sea, to help defeat those
determined to destroy his home and his family.
A School Frozen in Time 2
Sep 19 2021 A regular school day has turned into a chilling horror as Hiroshi,
Mizuki, and their friends find themselves confined within the frigid walls of Seinan Gakuin. No one can
seem to remember who took their own life at the school festival, but whoever it was is keeping them
captive. And to make matters worse, the eight trapped classmates become seven when Mitsuru suddenly
disappears with only a trail of blood in his place. Now they have even more reason to solve the mystery
of their bizarre circumstances—because if they don’t, the only thing they may be leaving is this mortal
coil…
Telling Time, Grades K - 2
Jul 26 2019 Make math matter to students in kindergarten-grade 2 using
Telling Time! This 64-page book helps students identify time at hour and half-hour intervals, understand
specific time vocabulary, comprehend digital-analog time relationships, determine five-minute and quarterhour segments on analog clocks, and figure out elapsed time. This book includes reproducible pages,
teaching suggestions, a pretest and posttest, fun activities, games, and a reproducible parent letter. It
is great for whole-group lessons, independent work, learning centers, and at-home enrichment. The book
supports NCTM standards. Key Education products are intended to engage and educate young and special
learners, as well as assist teachers in building a strong and developmentally appropriate curriculum for
these children. The product lineÑcomprised of teacher/parent resource books, photographic learning cards,
and other activity- and game-oriented materialsÑis designed to assist in ÒUnlocking the Potential in
Every Child.Ó
A Time to Speak
Sep 27 2019 What happens when you live longer than you wanted to? Parvin Blackwater
wanted to die, but now she's being called to be a leader. The only problem is, no one wants to follow.
The Council uses Jude's Clock-matching invention to force "new-and-improved" Clocks on the public. Those

who can't afford one are packed into boxcars like cattle and used for the Council's purposes. Parvin and
Hawke find themselves on a cargo ship of Radicals headed out to sea. What will the Council do to them?
And why are people suddenly dying before their Clocks have zeroed-out?
Outlaws of Time #2: The Song of Glory and Ghost
Dec 23 2021 From the bestselling author of 100 Cupboards
comes the second book in a one-of-a-kind middle grade time travel series that is perfect for fans of
Soman Chainani's School for Good and Evil books. Sam Miracle never thought that his future could lie in
the past. But after leaping through centuries at the side of a mystical time walker, Sam and his best
friend, Glory, know that the next morning’s sun could belong to yesterday as easily as tomorrow. But no
day is safe. Since the Vulture escaped, Sam and Glory’s greatest nemesis has left no time nor place
unmarked by his path of destruction. At least Sam and Glory have Peter, the youngest version of their
mentor, Father Tiempo, to help repair the sands of time... until they don’t. Determined to save their
friend from the Vulture’s clutches, Sam and Glory put their trust in Ghost, a creature from before time
itself. But now, the sidekick must fill the legend’s shoes, the hero must play backup, and the powers
they have yet to discover might just hold the key to protecting every last second for eons to come.
Running Out of Time 2
Sep 07 2020 NAIL BITING!JAW DROPPING!If you thought the first book was something,
wait until you read THE FINALE!!Craig is still up to no good. You would think that he didn't do anything
wrong the way he blames those he wronged. He is out to get the world and ain't no telling who will live
through his rampage. The lengths this man is willing to go through to get back at everyone will leave you
sitting at the edge of your seat.Sparkle has finally found the strength she needed to walk away from her
husband, but Craig isn't willing to let her go just yet. Even though Sparkle has filed for divorce, Craig
is not willing to sign the papers. When Sparkle starts dating someone new, all hell breaks loose. What
will Craig do to get her attention? Will she survive the aftermath of his rampage? Follow Craig and
Sparkle as they try to get their lives together in the finale of Running Out of Time
Winter Apples [The Forgotten Time 2]
Mar 26 2022 [Bookstrand Fantasy Romance, M/F, HEA] Benji has lived
alone at his family farm for years. His wife passed away years ago, leaving only his best friend Charlie
the quarter horse as his companion. Lexi is on the run from her abusive father. With no destination in
mind, she takes off in the middle of a heavy snowstorm, landing right in the middle of an apple orchard.
Benji finds the lost angel sleeping beneath one of his prized apple trees and takes her home. With no
clothes, shoes, or shawl, how will she ever survive in the world? Benji is confused by such a freespirited soul. But once she's there, he knows he can't ever let her go. He can't go back to his life of
silence, with no sunshine there to share it with. Can he convince Lexi to stay and be a part of his
future? Or will she run away? A BookStrand Mainstream Romance
A Wrinkle in Time
Mar 14 2021 A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark
and stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had come down to the
kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the arrival of a most disturbing stranger. "Wild
nights are my glory," the unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off
course. Let me sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way, there is
such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle in time. To tell
more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of Miss L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of
the Newbery Medal in 1963, is the story of the adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and
Calvin O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high school). They are in search of
Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret work for the government on the
tesseract problem.
Tangled in Time 2: The Burning Queen
Dec 31 2019 For fans of the Royal Diaries series and of Gail Carson
Levine, here is the second adventure in a middle grade time travel series from Newbery Honor-winning
Kathryn Lasky! In book 2, newly orphaned Rose finds herself time-traveling between present day and the
court of the two most memorable English princesses in history. When Princess Mary ascends the throne in
sixteenth-century England, Rose is forced to leave Princess Elizabeth and serve Mary. Mary’s coronation
is coming, and Rose will be put to work making elaborate gowns. But the religiously devout queen’s next
plan is to begin her attack on Protestants—burning them at the stake! Rose’s dad, master spy and
goldsmith for the court, urges Rose to escape to her home century, present day Indiana, where Rose
befriends a young immigrant named Marisol. Rose must protect Marisol from both middle school mean girls
and the threat of US Immigration and Customs Enforcement. Relishing her newfound family, Rose is
determined to rescue her father and best friend Franny from the dangers of Queen Mary's reign. Is she
willing to risk everything to save the people closest to her?
Time and Work, Volume 2
Feb 10 2021 The concept of time is a crucial filter through which we understand
any events or phenomena; nothing exists outside of time. It conditions not only the question of ‘when’,
but also influences the ‘what, how and why’of our ideas about management. And yet management scholars
have rarely considered this ‘temporal lens’ in understanding how time affects employees at work, or the
organizations for which they work. This 2-volume set provides a fresh, temporal perspective on some of
the most important and thriving areas in management research today. Volume 1 considers how time impacts
the individual, and includes chapters on identity, emotion, motivation, stress and creativity. Volume 2
considers time in context with the organization, exploring a temporal understanding of leadership, HRM,
entrepreneurship, teams and cross-cultural issues. There is an overall concern with the practical
implications of understanding individuals and organizations within the most relevant timeframes, while
the two volumes provide an actionable research agenda for the future. This is a highly significant
contribution to management theory and research, and will be important reading for all students and
researchers of Organizational Behavior, Organizational Psychology, Occupational Psychology, Business and
Management and HRM.

The Old Guard: Tales Through Time #2 (of 6)
Dec 11 2020 Watch the smash-hit Netflix movie starring
Charlize Theron! KELLY SUE DeCONNICK and VALENTINE DE LANDRO (BITCH PLANET) take the immortal warriors to
feudal Japan! Plus, ERIC TRAUTMANN (LAZARUS X +66, Checkmate) and MIKE HENDERSON (NAILBITER) plunge
Booker in an Old West shootout with stakes that reverberate today!
Outlaws of Time: The Legend of Sam Miracle
Apr 02 2020 This new fantasy-adventure series from N. D.
Wilson, bestselling author of 100 Cupboards, pits a misfit twelve-year-old against a maniacal villain
with a deadly vendetta. This one-of-a kind story is must read for fans of Brandon Mull and Soman
Chainani, and the start of a thrilling tale from a masterful storyteller. Sam Miracle’s life is made up
of dreams, dreams where he’s a courageous, legendary hero instead of a foster kid with two bad arms that
can barely move. Sometimes these dreams feel so real, they seem like forgotten memories. And sometimes
they make him believe that his arms might come alive again. But Sam is about to discover that the world
he knows and the world he imagines are separated by only one thing: time. And that separation is only an
illusion. The laws of time can be bent and shifted by people with special magic that allows them to
travel through the past, present, and future. But not all of these “time walkers” can be trusted. One is
out to protect Sam so that he can accept his greatest destiny, and another is out to kill him so that a
prophecy will never be fulfilled. However, it’s an adventurous girl named Glory and two peculiar snakes
who show Sam the way through the dark paths of yesterday to help him make sure there will be a tomorrow
for every last person on earth.
Children of Ruin
May 16 2021 'My most anticipated book of the year' - Peter F. Hamilton, Britain's no.1
science fiction writer Children of Ruin follows Adrian Tchaikovsky's extraordinary Children of Time,
winner of the Arthur C. Clarke award. It is set in the same universe, with new characters and a thrilling
narrative. It has been waiting through the ages. Now it's time . . . Thousands of years ago, Earth’s
terraforming program took to the stars. On the world they called Nod, scientists discovered alien life –
but it was their mission to overwrite it with the memory of Earth. Then humanity’s great empire fell, and
the program’s decisions were lost to time. Aeons later, humanity and its new spider allies detected
fragmentary radio signals between the stars. They dispatched an exploration vessel, hoping to find
cousins from old Earth. But those ancient terraformers woke something on Nod better left undisturbed. And
it’s been waiting for them. 'Books like this are why we read science fiction' - Ian McDonald, author of
the Luna series All underpinned by great ideas. And it is crisply modern - but with the sensibility of
classic science fiction' Stephen Baxter, author of the Long Earth series (with Terry Pratchett)
What Is The Time? - 2
Apr 26 2022
Real-time Systems Scheduling 2
Jan 30 2020 Real-time systems are used in a wide range of applications,
including control, sensing, multimedia, etc. Scheduling is a central problem for these
computing/communication systems since it is responsible for software execution in a timely manner. This
book, the second of two volumes on the subject, brings together knowledge on specific topics and
discusses the recent advances for some of them. It addresses foundations as well as the latest advances
and findings in real-time scheduling, giving comprehensive references to important papers, but the
chapters are short and not overloaded with confusing details. Coverage includes scheduling approaches for
networks and for energy autonomous systems. Other sophisticated issues, such as feedback control
scheduling and probabilistic scheduling, are also addressed. This book can serve as a textbook for
courses on the topic in bachelor's degrees and in more advanced master's degree programs. It also
provides a reference for computer scientists and engineers involved in the design or the development of
Cyber-Physical Systems which require up-to-date real-time scheduling solutions.
Tactics Time 2
May 28 2022 Tactics Time 2 presents 1001 fresh and instructive positions that Tim and
Anthea have assembled from real amateur chess games, leaving you able to spot relatively simple patterns
like a knight fork, an overloaded piece or a weak back rank.
Danger in Ancient Rome (Ranger in Time #2)
Jul 18 2021 Ranger, the time-traveling golden retriever, is
back for the second book in Kate Messner's new chapter book series. This time, he's off to save the day
in ancient Rome! Ranger is a golden retriever who has been trained as a search-and-rescue dog. In this
adventure, Ranger travels to the Colosseum in ancient Rome, where there are gladiator fights and wild
animal hunts! Ranger befriends Marcus, a young boy Ranger saves from a runaway lion, and Quintus, a new
volunteer gladiator who must prove himself in the arena. Can Ranger help Marcus and Quintus escape the
brutal world of the Colosseum?
If I Could Turn Back Time: A Time Travel Romantic Comedy
Jun 04 2020 She’s a spectral cynic. His deathday is fast approaching. Can they undo the mystical mayhem and scare up a decent happily ever after?
Amelia Peters doesn’t believe in ghosts. After outing her late paranormal investigator parents as con
artists, the natural skeptic wants nothing to do with anything even supposedly spooky. But her long-held
disbelief in the supernatural crumbles when she inherits a small-town cabin… and keeps bumping into a
handsome specter in the night. Shaken by the mysterious hunk’s disturbing ability to vanish into thin
air, Amelia is stunned to discover he’s no ghost, but a traveler through a time slip who’s destined to
die within days. Yet after their relationship takes an intimate turn and she vows to save his skin,
altering history might mean she has to confront her own guilty secrets. Can Amelia roll back the clock on
his demise, so they’ll stay together forever? If I Could Turn Back Time is the hilarious second book in
the Time After Time paranormal romantic comedy series. If you like entertaining characters, laugh-outloud humor, and emotional tenderness, then you’ll love Mary Frame’s haunting house of fun. Buy If I Could
Turn Back Time to make every second count today! keywords: time travel, small town romance, romantic
comedy, women friendships, chick lit, steamy romance
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